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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a Gilbert-type delta progradation experi-

ment within an impoundment created by a dam. The delta was composed of

a poorly sorted sand–gravel mixture in a bedload-dominated environment.

The main goal of the paper is to analyse the sorting process of material

within the deposit as the delta progrades towards the dam. Bed profile evo-

lution has been documented and the entire delta has been extensively sam-

pled in order to study sorting processes. Longitudinal and vertical sorting

mechanisms are illustrated. What is novel in this investigation is the com-

plete record, within an entire deltaic deposit, of the vertical distribution of

streamwise sorting in the absence of suspended load. The data presented

herein provide a detailed description of sorting processes in a Gilbert-type

delta. The experimental set-up, the water flow and the sediment feed rate

chosen determine the evolution of the delta: it initially progrades with little

topset aggradation and degrades afterwards. Experimental results fit well

with a previously presented empirical sorting model, despite the fact that

the experimental conditions used here were well outside the range of those

used to derive that model. The relative coarsening of the upper layers of the

delta is found to be related to the slow speed at which the delta progrades,

the formation of a mobile armour layer and the erosion of the topset towards

the end of the run. Furthermore, a strong correlation between the coarsening

of the bottom layer of the delta and its front height has been documented

and explained: as the delta gets higher, as there is more space to sort sedi-

ment, it is more likely that coarse particles failing near the top of the foreset

reach the bottom of the foreset. These findings provide new and useful data

documenting sediment sorting in granular, bedload-dominated deltas.

Keywords Empirical model, experiment, Gilbert-type delta, sorting, strati-
graphy.

INTRODUCTION

Alluvial deltas are complex depositional sys-
tems of material fed by rivers into a standing
body of water. Their stratigraphy is often used
to infer changes in the water level and the wave
energy of the basin as well as in the sediment

supply of the channel that originated it. Further,
much of the attention deserved by coarse-
grained deltas partly arises from their potential
as hydrocarbon and minerals reservoirs. If the
standing body of water is caused by a dam, the
rate at which sediment deposits within
the impoundment and progrades towards the
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dam becomes crucial to foresee the lifetime of
the reservoir: many reservoirs are nearly filled
with sediment, and others are close to the end
of their life-span (Evans et al., 2000).
Classical Gilbert-type deltas have delta fronts

that, as they prograde into still water (sea, lake,
reservoir, etc.), maintain a slope that is at, or not
too far below, the angle of repose (Gilbert, 1890;
Kleinhans, 2005; Muto et al., 2012). In these
types of deltas, all sediment coming in settles
on the topset and foreset, which might result in
a delta that progrades, aggrades and gradually
lowers the streamwise slope of the topset
(Nemec, 1990).
As illustrated in Fig. 1 (based on Vanoni,

1975), deltas show a depositional structure
composed of three different zones: (i) a delta
topset, where the material entering into the sys-
tem may be transferred to a prograding distribu-
tary plain; (ii) a foreset, also referred to as the
lee surface, corresponding to the relatively
steep face of the prograding delta, where the
material being transported along the topset
deposits after avalanching across the topset–
foreset brinkpoint therefore making the delta
prograde basinward; and finally (iii) a bottom-
set, i.e. a mild-slope delta toe deposit located
downstream of the foreset, the material of
which is finer than that forming the foreset
(Jopling, 1965). Figure 1 shows the way in
which a delta progrades within an impound-
ment. The respective average slopes of the
topset and the foreset reflect the different domi-
nant processes occurring within. The topset
slope depends on external constraints, i.e. the
sediment supply rate, water depth and sedi-
ment grain-size distribution, among others. In a
Gilbert-type delta, however, the slope of the
foreset remains close to the submerged angle of
repose (Vanoni, 1975; Carling & Glaister, 1987;
Hotchkiss & Parker, 1991; Kleinhans, 2002).

The modes by which sediment is moved in
these three zones are dramatically different.
While the topset area is associated with alluvial
sediment transport processes, material is trans-
ported along the foreset by gravity-driven mech-
anisms. Sediment transported in suspension
deposits either on the bottomset or on the fore-
set (individual material grains can be deposited
at the foreset–bottomset break after being ejected
from the foreset–topset brinkpoint). Although
different processes dominate in each zone, all
three areas constitute an integral and coexisting
sedimentary structure (Nemec, 1990).
The sedimentary processes involved in

Gilbert-type deltas have been studied widely by
means of experimental analyses (Jopling, 1965;
Hunter & Kocurek, 1986; Seal et al., 1997;
Kleinhans, 2005; Blom & Kleinhans, 2006).
Equivalent sedimentary processes along lee
sides of dunes and isolated steps have also
deserved attention (Allen, 1965; Hunter, 1985a;
Blom & Kleinhans, 2006). Bed material being
transported either in suspension or as bedload
can be deposited on the lee surface below the
brinkpoint as flow separates downstream of it;
the former can even be deposited further down-
stream in the bottomset (Jopling, 1965). Sedi-
ment is moved along the foreset as grain falls,
grain flows and individual grains rolling down
(Jopling, 1965; Hunter, 1985b; Carling & Glaister,
1987). Grain fall refers to the process by which
bed material settles from suspension onto the
foreset or the bottomset. Bedload is deposited in
the upper part of the foreset forming a wedge,
the slope of which (static angle of repose) is
steeper than the average foreset slope (dynamic
angle of repose). Bed material accumulated in
the top wedge periodically collapses and falls
down along the lee face when its slope grows
beyond the static angle of repose. This mecha-
nism, called ‘avalanching’, consists of a grain

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of bed
profiles of a prograding Gilbert-type
delta within an impoundment
upstream of a dam (based on
Vanoni, 1975).
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flow that is the main process responsible for
emplacement of the foreset (Nemec, 1990). Grain
flow is an intermittent process because some
time is needed to build the oversteepened
wedge (Allen, 1965, 1970; Hunter, 1985b). How-
ever, continuous ‘avalanching’ may occur when
sediment supply exceeds a critical value (Hunter
& Kocurek, 1986; Nemec, 1990). The process by
which the foreset is formed has been mathemati-
cally modelled by semi-theoretical approaches
(Allen, 1970; Hunter, 1985b; Blom & Parker,
2004; Blom & Kleinhans, 2006; Blom et al.,
2006) and by empirical approaches (Kleinhans,
2005). The semi-theoretical approach proposed
by Blom & Kleinhans (2006) has recently been
included by Viparelli et al. (2011, 2014) in a
morphodynamic model for Gilbert-type deltas.
Field examples of Gilbert-type deltas have

been the subject of much previous study (Hun-
ter, 1985a; Bornhold & Prior, 1990; Sohn et al.,
1997; Saito, 2011), including systems composed
of a variety of grain-size distributions ranging
from fine sand (Hunter, 1985a) to coarse sand
and gravel (Saito, 2011) and even boulders
(Bornhold & Prior, 1990). Sorting processes asso-
ciated with Gilbert-type deltas have also been
studied experimentally. Jopling (1965) studied
the particle paths transported in suspension
downstream of the brinkpoint, and resulting pat-
terns of deposition in the foreset, by conducting
a set of experiments with sands and a sand–
gravel mixture. Hotchkiss (1989; see also Hotch-
kiss & Parker, 1991), conducted experiments on
prograding deltas using quasi-uniform light-
weight material (crushed walnut shells). Cantelli
et al. (2004) performed two experiments on delta
progradation in a reservoir with uniform sand.
These authors recorded delta evolution until the
impoundment was completely filled. Kleinhans
(2005) conducted a set of experiments on delta
progradation with sediment mixtures, the aim of
which was to study the grain sorting by grain
flows on the foreset. The experiments allowed
establishment of empirical expressions for
dimensionless parameters characterizing sorting
as functions of dimensionless delta properties.
Some researchers have studied bed sorting of

sand–gravel mixtures in other, related sedimen-
tary structures: Carling & Glaister (1987) experi-
mentally analysed bed sorting downstream of a
negative step using bimodal sand–gravel mix-
tures. Bed material sorting in dunes has been
studied by Kleinhans (2002) and Blom et al.
(2003). This past research has identified diffe-
rent mechanisms affecting sorting at the lee face

in Gilbert-type deltas and other steep slip-face
bedforms: (i) slope failures (Bornhold & Prior,
1990; Sohn et al., 1997); (ii) grain flows and ava-
lanches (Bagnold, 1954; Allen, 1965, 1970;
Jopling, 1965; Hunter, 1985a; Hunter & Kocurek,
1986; Blom et al., 2003; Kleinhans, 2005); (iii)
kinetic sieving on the lee face: the small parti-
cles in the grain flow dynamically percolate
through the pores left by the coarse material
resulting in an upward coarsening of the grain
flow laminae thickness (Kleinhans, 2005); and
(iv) individual grain falls (Allen, 1965; Jopling,
1965; Kleinhans, 2005). The interaction between
sediment supply and wave action (Saito, 2011),
as well as geometrical mechanisms caused by
coarse protruding particles at the lee face and
the temporal succession of gravity-driven flows
(Nemec, 1990; Sohn et al., 1997), have been rec-
ognized as controlling factors of sediment sort-
ing along lee faces. The major presence of coarse
particles in the outer layer of grain flows has
also been explained in terms of dispersive pres-
sures caused by grain collisions in a mixture
(Bagnold, 1954). A downward coarsening distri-
bution of sediment along the lee face is the most
typical grain-size profile in steep slope subaque-
ous bedforms and deltas, although some upward
coarsening settings have also been documented
(Jopling, 1965; Hunter, 1985a; Sohn et al., 1997).
The experiments performed by Jopling (1965)

appear to be the first attempt to study the bed
grain-size distribution within a delta deposit.
Experiments carried out by Kleinhans (2005)
have made a significant contribution to the
knowledge of bed material size sorting created
by prograding deltas.
The groundbreaking research of Kleinhans

(2005) was focused on sorting processes on
the delta foreset itself (sediment samples were
extracted from the lee face). The present expe-
rimental research extends the scope of this
work by considering both the vertical and hor-
izontal structure of the entire deltaic deposit.
This structure is characterized in terms of the
spatial variation in the grain-size distribution
of the sediment. Knowledge of the pattern of
this spatial variation, along with the time evo-
lution of the bed profiles of the topset/foreset
as the delta progrades, allows a sorting func-
tion similar to that of Kleinhans (2005) to be
back-calculated from measured stratigraphy.
The present research thus offers a new
methodology for inferring aspects of the mor-
phodynamics of delta progradation from its
stratigraphy.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL
SET-UP

One experiment was carried out in a 12 m long
and 0�60 m wide rectangular tilting flume. Sedi-
ment was placed over the horizontal, inerodible
bed so as to make an antecedent deposit with a
slope of 0�02 m m�1. The deltaic deposit pro-
grading over this surface thus had a foreset
height that increased as in time as it prograded
over an ever-lower bed.
The bed material was composed of a sediment

mixture with geometric mean size Dg = 3�39 mm
and geometric standard deviation rg = 1�8. The
specific gravity of the mixture was 2�58, the bed
porosity was 0�35 (Viparelli et al., 2010a) and
the size D90 (such that 90% of the sediment is
finer) was 7�83 mm. This material was also
employed as sediment supply from the channel
inlet. A vertical dam was used to create an
obstacle to the flow such that sediment supplied
deposited in the impoundment upstream. The
dam was located 9 m from the inlet of the
flume. The dam height above the initial sedi-
ment bed was 15 cm. A summary of the main
features of the experiment can be found in
Table 1. The experiment reported here was car-
ried out in the same flume and using the same
sediment as that of Viparelli et al. (2010a,b).
Hence, the experiment was conducted using a
setup that had been well-verified in advance.
The experiments of Viparelli et al. (2010a) were
performed for developing and validating a
model of river aggradation/degradation due to
differential bedload transport of sediment mix-
tures. Here, the focus is on the sorting that
results as sediment is emplaced on a prograding
foreset, which is driven by the longitudinal sort-
ing of the sediment transported along the delta
topset. The antecedent experiments of Cantelli
et al. (2004) on incision into sandy deltaic
deposits upon dam removal proved helpful in
the design of the present experiment. Figure 2
shows the grain-size distribution of the mixture
used during the experiment reported here. This

distribution was used for emplacing an initial
sediment bed, and was also used for the feed
sediment.
Water discharge was measured with an elec-

tromagnetic flow meter attached to the pipe
inlet. A valve was used to adjust the discharge
to the desired value. Sediment was introduced
at a constant rate by means of a sediment screw-
type feeder. The sediment feeder was placed
within the first 2 m of the flume (x = 0 to 2 m).
The sediment mixture used was introduced dry,
into the upper box of the feeder. Water depths
were measured at stations upstream of the dam
1 m apart. The closest and the furthest measure-
ment stations from the dam are located at
x = 8 m and x = 3 m, respectively. Thus, water
depth was registered at six stations upstream of
the dam.
The flume upstream of the dam was uniformly

filled with the mixture up to a depth of 0�1 m
prior to the experiment. Sediment feed was com-
menced at the specified rate, and the water
pumps were switched on to the specified dis-
charges, all simultaneously. Water and sediment

Table 1. Main characteristics of the experiment. Dg,f and rg,f are the geometric mean diameter and the geometric
standard deviation of the sediment feed, respectively, Lf and Wf are the flume length and the flume width; Qw and
Qs are the water and the sediment discharges; St and Sb are the topset and the initial bed slope, respectively, H is
the mean water depth above the topset and finally Hd and C illustrate the range of the delta height and the celer-
ity of the deltaic deposit registered during the experiment.

Dg,f (mm) rg,f (–) Lf (m) Wf (m) Qw (m3 sec�1) Qs (kg sec�1) St (–) Sb (–) H (m) Hd (m) C (cm min�1)

3�39 1�8 12 0�60 4�70 9 10�2 1�33 9 10�2 0�005 0�02 0�10 0�60 to 0�135 0�52 to 0�81
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Fig. 2. Feed and initial (antecedent) bed grain-size
distribution used in the experiment.
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discharges were chosen so that a topset slope
near 0�005 m m�1 evolved. The sediment feed
rate was set to 1�33 9 10�2 kg sec�1, a value
chosen so that impoundment filling would take
place within a convenient amount of time. With
this in mind and with the aid of previous expe-
riments carried out with the same facility and
sediment mixture (Viparelli et al., 2010a,b),
water discharge was set equal to 47 l sec�1.
Indeed, the selected water discharge, sediment
discharge and grain-size distribution, correspond
to an equilibrium bed slope of 0�005 m m�1

(Viparelli et al., 2010a,b). Bed profiles were
measured with the aid of four ultrasonic trans-
ducer probes (described in Wong et al., 2007),
located at transverse distances 13�5 cm, 24�5 cm,
35�5 cm and 46�5 cm with respect to one side of
the flume, attached to a carriage. Four stream-
wise bed profiles could thus be simultaneously
measured just by moving the carriage along the
flume. Long profile measurements spanned from
x = 3 m in the upstream end (i.e. 1 m down-
stream of the feeder) to a distance between
0�5 m and 1 m downstream of the foreset–
bottomset break. This procedure was followed,
because the experiment was conducted in the
absence of sediment transported in suspension,
which means that sediment was deposited along
the topset or the foreset without settling on the
bottomset. The elevations of the topset were
taken at a 0�2 m resolution. Node spacing along
the foreset slopes was decreased to 0�02 m. The
spatial resolution of the measurements was gra-
dually reduced to 0�1 m and 0�05 m in cases
where it was observed that the topset
approached the foreset slope. After each bed
profile measurement, the flume was drained in
order to video record the position of the delta
front. To continue the run, the flume was back-
filled by means of two hoses (if the flume had
been filled by its inlet, water would have eroded
the delta front).
Sediment samples of the deltaic deposit were

taken once the experiment was finished. Sam-
ples were extracted with a metallic box 30 cm
high, 10 cm wide and 15 cm long. This box has
been previously used by Blom et al. (2003), and
is documented therein. The box was manually
driven into the deposit, and then extracted with
the material inside it. The delta was destroyed
after the sediment sampling (see Fig. 3). Sam-
ples were extracted from six cross-sections of
the deposit, equally spaced 1 m apart (from
x = 3�5 to 8�5 m, which correspond to the last
5�5 m of the flume upstream of the dam). Two

samples were extracted from each cross-section,
i.e. one at each side of the bed. The sediment
contained in the box was divided into 2 cm
thick slices, each of which was sieved indepen-
dently. The deepest samples corresponded to a
depth of 5 cm and were extracted from the ini-
tial bed layer of 0�1 m deep. A total of 79 sam-
ples were analysed.
The run was ended when the toe of the foreset

reached the dam. The experiment was repeated
twice to check for consistency. Details of the
experiment can be found in Ferrer-Boix (2011).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results obtained from the run on
delta progradation are shown below. One run
was used to collect data, while the other one
was used to verify the delta progradation
pattern. The experiment was used to analyse
how the delta fills the impoundment as it
approaches the dam and how bed material is
sorted within the deposit.

Delta evolution

As water and sediment approach the dam, water
velocity slows and bed material deposits, resulting
in an aggrading bed profile. In general, bed mate-

Fig. 3. Photograph illustrating the excavation of
material for sampling of delta material as well as the
sediment sampling device (used by Blom et al., 2003
and Viparelli et al., 2010a,b).
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rial is deposited both on topsets, causing bed
aggradation, and on foresets, causing progradation
towards the dam (Hotchkiss & Parker, 1991).
Figure 4 plots the delta advance towards the

dam at different times until complete filling of
the impoundment after approximately 10�5 h.
Data obtained by the four probes have been ave-
raged in order to obtain one profile of the delta
at each time. All profiles show small irregulari-
ties that are thought to be bars that were too
subtle to be distinguished by sight. Figure 5
shows three positions of the delta foreset during
one of the two runs on delta progradation.
It can be seen in Fig. 4 that if the first profile

(for which there are only four points to calculate
the slope) is omitted, the topset slope changes lit-
tle in time. The second profile already exhibits a
topset slope of 0�0049 m m�1, i.e. identical to the
last profile at t = 625 min, which was obtained
with 34 points (R2 = 0�95). This slope was also
nearly equal to the equilibrium value associated
with the water discharge, sediment feed rate and
sediment size distribution (Viparelli et al., 2010a,
b). Figure 6 illustrates the changes in bed eleva-
tion Dz of the topset between consecutive long

profiles. Topset aggraded until t = 359 min and
degraded from this time onwards. Maximum
mean topset aggradation between t = 138 min
and t = 238 min was 4�2 mm (2�8 mm between
t = 238 min and 359 min). Mean topset degrada-
tion was 1�1 mm from t = 359 to 510 mm
(1�7 mm from t = 510 to 625 mm). Thus, after
t = 359 min, there is no longer significant vertical
storage of material due to aggradation, and the
delta grows by means of sediment emplacement
in the foreset as it progrades downstream (accom-
panied by little degradation of the delta topset:
2�8 mm in the last 4�4 h of the run). The inset
plot at the top right of Fig. 6 illustrates the eleva-
tion of the delta and its height at the brinkpoint
(zbp and Hd,bp, respectively). Under conditions of
a constant base level, material emplaced in the
foreset decreases the slope of the delta topset as
it progrades downstream, thus causing a reduc-
tion in the sediment transport capacity in the
downstream direction. This configuration leads
to an upward-concave profile if the width of the
topset is maintained uniform – some changes in
the curvature may arise driven by downstream
variations of the surface grain-size distribution
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Fig. 4. Delta profiles at different times. Values have been obtained by averaging from the four transducer probes
located at each cross-section. In the bottom-left is a plot of the delta celerity (C) versus the inverse of delta height
(1/Hfs). The markers shown in the delta profiles in the main plot have been used in the celerity-height plot. Col-
our lines are the water surface profiles obtained with the hydraulic model for the delta profiles registered at
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(Ferrer-Boix et al., 2014). Concavity of each top-
set long profile has been examined by fitting
potential curves. Results of the interpolation
show that all long profiles are slightly upward-
concave. Topset profiles exhibit low values of the
mean curvature (ranging between 9�9 9 10�4 m�1

and 1�5 9 10�4 m�1) with no significant diffe-
rences between aggrading and degrading profiles.

The foreset slope is close to the angle of
repose. The average foreset slope is 34°. This
value corresponds with the prediction of
Carling & Glaister (1987), i.e. a foreset slope of
31 to 34° for a sand content in the sediment
ranging from 20 to 60%. The fraction of sand
in the mixture used in this experiment was
24�7%.

A B C

Fig. 5. Three front views of the prograding delta at different times: 40 min (A), 510 min (B) and 625 min (C).
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brinkpoint.
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Delta progradation celerities were computed
from long profiles in Fig. 4. The delta front
position is here defined as the topset–foreset
brinkpoint. It was found that front celerity fol-
lows a decaying relationship with elapsed
time: the larger the time the slower the delta
celerity, confirming the mathematical findings
of a prograding delta analysed by, for example,
Lorenzo-Trueba & Voller (2010).
There are two reasons why delta celerity

should decrease in time. Even under condi-
tions of constant base level (downstream water
surface elevation in the present case) and pro-
gradation over a horizontal bed, celerity
decreases in time, because under aggrading
topset conditions, a loss of sediment due to
the emplacement of an ever-longer topset
reduces the sediment supply to the brinkpoint.
In the case of the present experiment, how-
ever, the antecedent bed had a slope of
0�02 m m�1, so that antecedent bed elevation
declined. This condition forced the height of
the foreset to increase as it migrated down-
stream. For the same amount of sediment
delivered to the brinkpoint, a higher foreset
implies a lower progradation speed. Because
the topset slightly aggraded during the first six
hours of run and degraded afterwards, it was
this latter effect that dominated decreasing the
celerity with time.

Bed material sorting

Figure 7 shows the geometric mean grain-size
distribution within the delta deposit. Initial and
final bed profiles have been included. Express-
ing any grain size D in the w-scale such that:

D ¼ 2w ð1Þ

The geometric mean diameter Dg is calculated
as:

wg ¼
XM

i¼1

wmifi and Dg ¼ 2wg ð2Þ

where wmi is the centre of each grain class in the
w-scale, fi are the sediment fractions of each
grain class being M the number of grain classes
of the mixture. The geometric standard devia-
tion of the samples rg is obtained as:

r2 ¼
XM

i¼1

ðwmi � wgÞ2fi and rg ¼ 2r ð3Þ

Four different layers can be observed (from top
to the bottom) in Fig. 7:

1 In the topmost layer, mean grain size is close
to that of the feed material (3�39 mm). However,
some fining is observed within this layer. Sedi-
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ment in the topset exhibited modest down-
stream fining; this is in agreement with Klein-
hans (2005) which observed downstream fining
of the topset for slopes smaller than 0�05.
2 Below that layer, there was a much finer and

thicker layer.
3 Between the above layer and the initial (ante-

cedent) bed, which corresponds to the base of
the deposit emplaced by this experiment, mate-
rial was coarser than the feed sediment.
4 The sediment below the initial bed had a

grain-size distribution that was chosen to be
approximately the same as the sediment feed.

The fining of the top layer in the downstream
direction (Fig. 7) is clearly discerned when com-
pared with the fourth layer, for example the
antecedent bed. Also, it is worth noting that the
surface samples are finer than the mixture,
which might be related to the thickness of the
samples (in this case 2 cm thick, i.e. more than
two times the D90 of the mixture). Thus, textures
of the uppermost sediment samples are repre-
sentative of the surface of the delta and the
upper part of the deltaic deposit. Except for the
sample at channel station x = 550 cm, sediment
samples below the surface are slightly coarser
than the material below. This may reflect the
fact that coarse material near the wall of the
sampling metallic box is pushed down as the
latter is driven in the deltaic deposit (Blom
et al., 2003).
The bed material within the entire deltaic

deposit can be characterized by comparison
with the grain-size distribution of the sediment
feed. Grain-size distribution variations are analy-
sed by means of the grain size such that 16% of
the mixture is finer D16, the geometric mean
diameter Dg and the grain size such that 90% of
the mixture is finer D90.
To this end, let wx,z denote grain size such

that x denotes, for example 16, g or 90 at a par-
ticular depth within the deposit z, and wx,f

denote corresponding values of w for the feed.
The deviation of size wx,z from the correspond-
ing value for the feed sediment, can then be
expressed in terms of the parameter w�

x;z,
where:

w�
x;z ¼ wx;z � wx;f ð4Þ

Introducing the definition of w from Eq. 1 into
Eq. 4 the following ratio, analogous to that
above but expressed in terms of the diameter for
the given value of x is obtained by:

D�
x;z ¼

Dx;z

Dx;f
ð5Þ

Values of w�
x;z greater than 0 indicate a material

that is coarser than the feed. The dimensionless
depth at which the sample has been extracted
z�d is defined as the ratio between the vertical
coordinate zd measured relative to the initial
bed height, at which the sample is collected,
and the thickness of the delta at the sampling
point, Hd:

z�d ¼ zd
Hd

ð6Þ

Hence, values of the dimensionless depth z�d
greater than 0 indicate samples taken from the
delta deposit, whereas values of z�d less than 0
indicate samples extracted from the original
bed.
Patterns of vertical sorting of the delta mate-

rial are shown in Fig. 8, in which the left panel
(Fig. 8A) corresponds to the evolution of the
geometric mean diameter Dg, the middle panel
(Fig. 8B) corresponds to D16 and the right panel
(Fig. 8C) corresponds to D90, all expressed in
terms of expression (4). The vertical axis is the
dimensionless depth z�d . In all three panels, the
horizontal axis ranges between w�

x = [�1, 1], i.e.
wx,z = wx,f � 1, which corresponds to diameter
variation within the range [(1/2) Dx, 2Dx]. Each
panel contains six lines, corresponding to the
six locations where samples were taken, see
Fig. 7. Each point of these lines represents the
value of w�

x at each sampling point within the
vertical of the deposit, expressed in dimension-
less form z�d (Eq. 6). The different curves in the
panels show the vertical stratigraphy of the
deposit at distinct cross-sections, which are
identified by delta height Hd (which increases
downstream, as shown in Figs 4 and 8) and the
streamwise distance x at which the samples
were extracted. All samples within the deltaic
deposit were 2 cm thick; the number of sam-
pling points at each streamwise location
increased downstream in correspondence with
increasing delta height (see also Fig. 4).
Referring to the geometric mean diameter

(Fig. 8A), it is observed that all samples
extracted from different locations of the delta
deposit exhibit the same S-type pattern in the
vertical. These types of curves have been quali-
tatively described as examples of sorting in bed-
forms under no suspended sediment, with
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armouring on the surface and grain flows com-
posed primarily of gravel (Kleinhans, 2004). At
the top of the curve (z�d = 1), w�

g is close to zero,
implying a geometric mean size close to that of
the feed material. Geometric mean grain size
diminishes downwards until reaching a mini-
mum value at a depth close to the half of the
delta height (z�d = 0�5). Below this point, diame-
ters begin to increase until they attain a maxi-
mum value at the bottom of the deposit (z�d = 0).
Bottom layer coarsening reaches values of w that
are almost 50% larger than the feed (41% larger
values in terms of grain size D) at locations
proximal to the dam. Samples deeper than those
located at the bottom of the delta are close to 0,
meaning that, as expected, the antecedent bed
has the same grain-size distribution as the feed
sediment. The averaging inherent to the sam-
pling technique is the reason why the upper-
most samples of the initial bed (z�d < 0) are
slightly coarser than the feed material.
The 16% percentile vertical variations of w�

16

in Fig. 8B exhibit the same pattern as discussed
above for the geometric mean diameter. It can be
seen that there is less fining in the top half of
the delta deposit compared to w�

g, and more

coarsening in the bottom half. This behaviour
differs from that observed for the 90% percentile
in Fig. 8C: there is no significant coarsening of

w�
90 at the delta base, but fining within the delta

deposit reaches almost 50% of the value of D90

of the feed. This is because w�
16 and w�

90 account,
approximately, for the lower and the upper
boundaries of the grain-size distribution, respec-
tively.
Figure 9 is a lateral view of the delta deposit

at longitudinal coordinate x = 5 m (i.e. 4 m
upstream of the dam). Downward coarsening
within the delta is clearly seen: its bottom layer
(above the horizontal line) is much coarser than
the original bed (which has the same grain-size
distribution as the sediment feed), as well as the
layers above.
According to Fig. 8A, there is a positive gradi-

ent in the mean grain size between the middle
of the delta height (z�d = 0�5) and the bottom
(z�d = 0). This grading ‘intensity’ can be quanti-
fied with the aid of the following expressions.
Let �zd define a downward dimensionless coordi-
nate:

�zd ¼ 1� z�d ð7Þ

A sketch of the delta sample showing the defini-
tion of �zd has been included in Fig. 7. The verti-
cal dimensionless gradients of w�

g (Fig. 8A) are
approximated by central finite differences as fol-
lows:
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Fig. 8. Vertical sorting at different locations of the delta in terms of geometric mean diameter (left) and percen-
tiles corresponding to 16% (centre) and 90% (right). There are six lines per panel. Each line plots the values of wg

(or w16 or w90) at the six locations where the samples were taken, ordered as measured from the inlet so that the
most upstream sample is at x = 3�5 m. and the most downstream sample is at x = 8�5 m. (Note that the dam is
located at x = 9 m.) Each point of these lines represents the value of w�

x at each sampling point within the vertical
of the deposit, the latter expressed in dimensionless form z�d . The value of Hd indicates the height of the delta at
each location (which increases linearly in the downstream direction: see Fig. 10).
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dw�
g

d�zd
ffi w�

g;zþ1 � w�
g;z�1

�zd;zþ1 � �zd;z�1
ð8Þ

The maximum value of this gradient
ðdwg=d�zdÞmax, which herein is called the grading
intensity, is located between z�d = 0�25 and 0�5.
Figure 10 plots the maximum gradient as a func-
tion of the dimensionless length of the delta
x�
d = x/L, where L denotes the distance between

the feeder and the dam and x is measured rela-
tive to the position of the feeder. The small inset
panel illustrates the linear variation in delta

height Hd with the streamwise distance x�
d, and

thus x. Figure 10 clearly shows that there is a
strong correlation between downstream distance
in the delta and the vertical grading intensity,
which means that, given the linear increase of
the delta height with x, there is in fact a strong
positive correlation between grading intensity
and delta height.
Figure 8 shows a weak downstream fining of

the delta grain-size distribution for the material
in the top layer (z�d = 1). Downstream sorting of
the bottom layer is analysed in Fig. 11, which
was obtained by averaging the corresponding
values shown in Fig. 8 of the geometric mean
diameter w�

g (Fig. 11A), 16% size w�
16 (Fig. 11B)

and 90% size w�
90 (Fig. 11C), within the bottom

layer (z�d = [0�0–0�2]). Downstream coarsening is
clearly observed in all three plots. Moreover, the
finer the reference diameter w�

x, the greater the
amount of coarsening. As noted before, this pat-
tern is partly constrained by the lower and
upper limits of the grain-size distribution. On
the other hand, the feed material has been used
for normalization of the vertical samples
extracted from the deposit (Eqs 4 and 5). This
material is coarser than the actual sediment
transport rate over the brinkpoint, because some
downstream fining has been noticed in the top
layer. This normalization process might have
contributed to an overestimation of the fining of
the D90 in the central part of the deposit and an
underestimation of the coarsening of the D90 in

Initial bed

Deltaic deposit

Fig. 9. Lateral view of the delta during the experi-
ment. Water flows from left to right. The red line
denotes the interface between the deposit and the
antecedent sediment below.
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the bottom layer (Fig. 8C). Finally, the variable
density of sediment samples, especially in the
verticals at x = 350 cm and 450 cm might have
introduced an additional sorting in the bottom
layer in the longitudinal direction.
A normalized standard deviation of grain-size

distribution of a sample is defined here as r�g ,
where:

r�
g ¼

rg;z

rg;f
ð9Þ

where, again, f stands for the fed material and z
for elevation. Thus, rg,z is the geometric stan-

dard deviation of the deposit at elevation z and
rg,f is the geometric standard deviation of the
feed material. This parameter enables discussion
of the patterns of sorting in the deposit. Values
of r�g greater than 1 mean that the grain-size
distribution is more poorly sorted than the sedi-
ment feed. Figure 12 summarizes the down-
stream variation of r�

g as computed from the
upper layer of the delta, i.e. the range z�d = [0�8–
1�0]. Within the upper layer r�

g diminishes as it
moves downstream, demonstrating selective
transport along the topset, with a wider range of
sizes upstream and a narrower range down-
stream.
The process of sediment deposition on the

foreset consists of repeated cycles of avalanches.
Coarser material is initially deposited just below
the break between the topset and the foreset,
forming a steeper slope than the angle of repose.
This material wedge eventually avalanches
down the lee surface dragging finer material
accumulated further below the topset–foreset
break. The less volume of material involved, the
more efficient the sorting process (Kleinhans,
2004). The avalanche generally results in prefe-
rential motion of the coarser material to the base
of the foreset. Various sorting mechanisms occur
during this material displacement (Kleinhans,
2002), but what is important here is that the
higher the delta, the higher number of ava-
lanches (because, for a given sediment transport
rate, the greater the delta height, the more time
required to fill the entire height of the delta to
make it prograde). Kleinhans (2005) quantified
this by introducing a coefficient A* which was
defined as a dimensionless grain flow number:
A* = RghgC

�2 where R is the submerged specific
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gravity of the sediment, g is the acceleration of
gravity, hg is the thickness of the grain flows
and C is the celerity at which the delta pro-
grades. It is seen that for a given grain flow
thickness hg, A* increases as the height of the
delta celerity decreases. Because delta celerity is
inversely proportional to the delta height (see
bottom-left inset in Fig. 4), the dimensionless
number of grain-flow events scales with the
delta height. An increasing number of ava-
lanches of material originated at the topset–fore-
set brinkpoint fall down the lee face of the delta
preferentially dragging coarser particles along
the foreset towards the bottom layer of the
deltaic deposit. In addition, a thicker foreset
prompts better grain separation as the sediment
avalanches, so preferentially moving coarser
material to the base of the delta. Note that the
maximum grading intensity is located at z�d =
[0�25–0�5]. These patterns are likely to be associ-
ated with the dominant mechanisms that cause
the bottom layer to get coarser. In addition to
this, larger foresets provide more space to sort
material, making the sorting more efficient
because there is more time for the coarse parti-
cle to be dragged down along the foreset. Some
other physical processes linked to the coarsen-
ing of the bottom layer in the downstream direc-
tion are given in the Discussion section.

Hydraulics of the experiment

Channel hydraulics are crucial to interpretation
of the experiment on delta progradation. A one-
dimensional numerical modelling using the
hydraulic code HEC-RAS has been carried out.
Water surface profiles for each of the long pro-
files of the delta obtained at times t = 138 min,
238 min, 359 min, 510 min and 625 min have
been computed. A detailed description of the
numerical model can be found in Data S1.
Normal depth for each delta topset profile

(computed using the D90 of the mixture and the
mean bed slope of each long profile) ranges
between 0�11 m and 0�12 m, whereas the corre-
sponding water depth for the initial 2% slope is
0�067 m. The critical depth is 0�086 m. Thus, a
subcritical backwater curve is expected between
the brinkpoint and the dam, and a distinct water
surface profile curve would develop along the
delta topset depending on whether the water
depth at the brinkpoint is higher, lower or equal
to the normal depth. Computed long profiles
demonstrate that the height of the dam at the
downstream end imposes a water depth at the

brinkpoint close to the normal depth: 0�091 m to
0�11 m. Thus, a uniform flow profile develops
on the delta topsets. Figure 4 illustrates the
computed water surface elevation for the delta
profiles after t = 63 min. All five water surface
profiles show some common features: a back-
water curve in the ever-shorter part of the
impoundment between the brinkpoint and the
dam (with equal water surface elevations for all
long profiles at the closest stations to the dam)
and a uniform flow along the topset. Mean devi-
ation of the water depth with respect to the nor-
mal depth, depending on the local channel
slope (and also the surface texture in the last
profile), ranges between 3�2% (t = 625 min) and
16�5% (t = 138 min). Maximum values of Fro-
ude number (Fr ¼ v=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p
where v and h are the

mean flow velocity and the water depth, respec-
tively) are near critical conditions in the delta
topset profiles at stations close to the brinkpoint
at t = 138 min, 238 min and 359 min. Slightly
lower values of the maximum Froude number
(Frmax = 0�85) are obtained for the last two delta
topset profiles at t = 510 min and t = 625 min.
Mean Froude number along the topset gradually
declines during the experiment (Fr = 0�84 to
0�73).

DISCUSSION

The topset deposit aggrades during the first
359 min and starts to degrade afterwards: all
material supplied from upstream and part of the
topset that had been previously built up was,
from t = 359 mm to the end of the run, em-
placed along the foreset without contributing
any longer to topset aggradation. The relation-
ship between the delta celerity and the inverse
of the delta front height can be used as a way to
quantify how significant the topset aggradation
(and degradation) is relative to the downstream
progradation of the delta: if all material supplied
from upstream deposited on the lee slope (with-
out any change in the delta topset) so as to make
the delta advance towards the dam, a perfectly
linear relationship would exist between the
delta celerity and the inverse of the delta front
height. A nearly linear relationship (R2 = 0�92)
is obtained when all data after t = 40 min are
included in this analysis (Fig. 4), the correlation
coefficient rises to 0�98 if only the last four delta
profiles are considered. The high correlation
coefficients evidence the minor significance of
the storage of material on the topset slope rela-
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tive to the downstream advance of the delta
regardless of whether the sediment supplied
contributes to topset aggradation or not. The
good agreement between these two variables also
demonstrates the absence of suspended sedi-
ment in the experiment, some of which would
otherwise have been wafted beyond the base of
the foreset, and emplaced as a bottomset. The
minor changes in the topset elevation (Fig. 6)
and the low values of the curvatures of the long
profiles are consistent with the uniform flow
developed along the topset and predicted by the
hydraulic model (Fig. 4).
Vertical sorting parameters in the w-scale have

been normalized with the corresponding para-
meters of the feed grain-size distribution. A
more detailed analysis could have used the rele-
vant grain size of the sediment transport at the
same vertical position where the sample was
extracted. However, the material in the sampling
points of the same vertical was deposited at dif-
ferent times. That is, insofar as the foreset slope
is close to the angle of repose, the basal layers
of a vertical cross-section were emplaced earlier
than the layers above. Thus, a normalization of
the vertical structure using the sediment trans-
port grain-size distribution would only have
been representative of the surface samples.
Kleinhans (2002, 2005), in experiments of sort-
ing in deltas and dunes, normalized the vertical

samples by using the average sediment transport
grain-size distribution at various locations on
the foreset, where the samples were collected.
That is, Kleinhans sampled along a diagonal,
whereas the present authors sampled in the ver-
tical.
Comparisons between Fig. 8 and results

obtained by Kleinhans (2005) are thus not
straightforward. As noted above, Kleinhans
(2005) appropriately collected sediment samples
from the foreset, while in the present experi-
ment, vertical locations characterizing the entire
deposit were sampled. Thus, in order to com-
pare the samples, horizontal and vertical inter-
polation between samples was carried out. A
sketch of the sample interpolation procedure is
illustrated in Fig. 13. It shows the position of
two verticals (where samples were collected)
and a foreset in between the two which illu-
strates the method of measurement used by
Kleinhans. Note that the vertical interpolated
samples falling within the initial bed (the tri-
angle in Fig. 13) have not been used in the hori-
zontal interpolation.
The vertical samples obtained at x = 5�5 m,

6�5 m, 7�5 m and 8�5 m were projected follow-
ing the methodology described above to the
foreset profiles at times t = 238 min, 359 min
and 510 min. Because no significant vertical
aggradation was observed in these profiles, the
samples used are comparable to those of
Kleinhans, despite differences in the experi-
mental setup.
The results obtained by Kleinhans (2005) indi-

cate that a correlation exists between bed sorting
and delta height in the x direction (see fig. 6 in
Kleinhans, 2005), a pattern that was also found
in the present research: the greater the height of
the delta, the coarser the bottom layer. However,
a larger degree of coarsening from topset–foreset
break to base of the foreset (for a given sampling
location in Fig. 8, compare the values of w�

g at the
uppermost and the lowermost layers of the del-
taic deposit) was observed in the bottom layer of
the experiments of Kleinhans, as opposed to the
weaker degree of coarsening observed herein.
This could be interpreted as the effect of different
normalization schemes. Here, the geometric
mean size Dg of the feed material was used for
normalizing, while the geometric mean size Dg of
the bedload at the brinkpoint was used by
Kleinhans. In the present experiment, the feed
material is systematically coarser than the sedi-
ment transport at the location where the samples
collected were emplaced by the flow. Note that

Fig. 13. Sketch illustrating how vertical samples were
interpolated in order to estimate samples along the
foreset at the time of emplacement. The original sam-
ples within the deltaic deposit are in bold circles, the
squares are interpolation points in each vertical and
the triangle corresponds to the samples of the parent
material. A first vertical interpolation (resulting in the
squares in the figure) is carried out to obtain the grain
size at the same vertical position in the two consecu-
tive sampling points (vertical lines in the figure). A
second horizontal interpolation is done to calculate
the grain sizes along the delta foreset (black dia-
monds).
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for this analysis, the pattern of increasing delta
height as it approaches the dam will be expressed
differently for different deltas: a higher antece-
dent bed slope and a higher rate of topset aggra-
dation lead to a more strongly increasing delta
height. Figure 14 illustrates a comparison of
three representative results from Kleinhans
(2005) (tests S1, S2 – two results – and A1
therein) and the present data on sorting of the
geometric mean diameter projected to the foreset
of the longitudinal profile at t = 510 min (lines
with black squares). Thus, although the ordinate
of the diagram is z�d , the data points correspond
to the foreset (as measured by Kleinhans and
interpolated for the experiment herein). The top
layer of the present results is somewhat coarser
than the uppermost layer of the Kleinhans data.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that the
Kleinhans uppermost layer was somewhat below
the surface itself. This disparity may be related to
the difference in delta celerity. The range of delta
speed progradation in Table 1 accounts for the
three profiles along which vertical samples were
projected (by interpolation). These values are
between one and two orders of magnitude slower
than those of Kleinhans.
A coarser top layer (with respect to deeper sam-

ples in the deltaic deposit; see Fig. 7) was also
observed by Jopling (1965) in experiments with
gravelly sand and glacial outwash sand. Some top
coarsening was also reported by M. G. Kleinhans

(2011, pers. comm.). A probable explanation for
this topmost coarsening is that the much slower
values of delta progradation speed in the present
experiment (as compared to Kleinhans) may lead
to less frequent grain-flow events on the foreset,
thus rendering the process of sorting less effective
as the material falls from brinkpoint to the delta
toe. This same phenomenon would also explain
why the bottom layers observed in the present
experiment are finer than those of Kleinhans.
Previous investigations have linked grain-flow
events to sediment transport rate on the delta top-
set (Allen, 1970; Hunter, 1985b; Hunter & Ko-
curek, 1986; Nemec, 1990; Kleinhans, 2005), not
to the delta speed propagation. However, there is
a definable relation between these two when sedi-
ment transport takes place only through bedload:
all sediment approaching the brinkpoint contri-
butes to delta progradation into the water body.
This phenomenon has been demonstrated before
when analysing the dependences on the dimen-
sionless grain flow number defined by Kleinhans
(2005).
Another reason that might contribute to coar-

sen the top layer of the deltaic deposit is the for-
mation of an equilibrium mobile armour. The
role of the mobile armour is to prompt coarse
fractions of the mixture to the surface. This
material, intrinsically less mobile than the finest
grain sizes, is over-represented on the bed sur-
face so that the sediment transport texture
matches that of the feed (Parker & Klingeman,
1982). The formation of the mobile armour thus
implies a surface coarsening. The formation of
an equilibrium mobile armour layer has been
modelled numerically by Viparelli et al. (2014).
Topset bed slopes are close to those in equili-
brium with the flow and feed rates from after
t = 40 min. However, this does not necessarily
imply that the texture of the bedload transport
had already matched that of the feed at this
time: bedload texture might take longer to equal
the feed grain-size distribution even though
equilibrium slope has been achieved (Ferrer-
Boix & Hassan, 2014). Thus, it can be hypothe-
sized that an equilibrium mobile armour
develops towards the end of the run. In this
case, a relative increase in the bed roughness
would be expected which, in turn, would lead
to an increase in the normal depth. The down-
stream boundary imposes a fixed water surface
elevation at the dam. This boundary condition
forces the erosion of the topset, especially when
the delta foreset approaches the dam, and if the
water depth at the brinkpoint resulting from
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(2005).
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the sediment emplacement is smaller than that
imposed by the boundary conditions, which is
observed in Fig. 6 where erosion of the topset
after t = 359 to 625 min progresses upstream.
In turn, the erosion of the topset might have left

the upper layers of the delta below the surface
exposed. Thus, these layers, initially finer than
the former topset surface, become the surface of
the delta, leading to a finer surface (compared to
the feed, but coarser compared to the material
below). In this regard, it is worth noting that the
downstream fining of the topset is clearly notice-
able between x = 550 cm and 850 cm, where
most of the topset degradation takes place
(Fig. 6). It could be thought that coarse particles
eroded from the delta topset might have been
dragged down the foreset contributing to the
coarsening of the bottom layer of the delta
(Fig. 11). Furthermore, the degradation of the top-
set might have enhanced its coarsening, espe-
cially in those stations close to the brinkpoint.
Given the limited height of the delta front, sedi-
ment accumulated on the wedge of material on
top of the foreset that eventually avalanches
might have been transported down to the bottom
layer of the delta, amplifying the coarsening in
the downstream direction. In this regard, Allen
(1970) noticed that material dragged down along
the lee face could stop at intermediate positions
and be activated afterwards when pushed down
by successive events. However, the possible
amplification of the downstream coarsening is
not fully supported because Fig. 11 shows down-
stream coarsening of the bottom layer at
x ≤ 650 cm which was not affected by the erosion
of the topset – recall that topset degradation
started after t = 359 min, the brinkpoint position
of which is located at x = 717 cm (Figs 4 and 6).
The present experiment and those conducted

by Kleinhans (2005) are both interested in how
and why sediment is sorted in Gilbert-type deltas.
However, the condition of the experiment pre-
sented herein is essentially different from those
carried out by Kleinhans (2005). This is because,
as mentioned before, the downstream boundary
condition in the present experiment is such that
it initially imposes a water depth at the brink-
point close to the normal depth. This is the rea-
son why delta evolves during the first six hours of
run with nearly no aggradation. The overall effect
of the formation of an armour layer on the topset,
the decreasing of the speed at which the delta
progrades and the fixed water surface elevation
imposed as a boundary condition downstream
forces the delta to degrade after t = 359 min.

Finally, the experiment shows that when bed-
load dominates, no bottomset is emplaced from
suspended load, so that the associated down-
stream fining pattern from brinkpoint to dam
shown in Fig. 1 is not observed. This pattern of
downstream fining is observed when suspended
load is an important fraction of the total load
(Jopling, 1965). Conversely, in deltas emplaced
by bedload, coarser material is deposited on the
bottom layer, such that coarser material accumu-
lates closer to the dam. This condition holds at
least for the experiment conducted here.

Comparison with a sorting model

The experiments carried out by Kleinhans
(2005) were focused on studying vertical sorting
on the delta lee face due to grain flow. The aim
of the experiment presented herein is, however,
to describe the spatial variation in the entire
deposit emplaced by a prograding delta. Never-
theless, insofar as every point within the deposit
was formed by the bed material falling along the
lee face, the Kleinhans experiments, even
though different in scope, can be used for the
purpose of comparison with the present work.
In particular, a check can be made as to whether
the equation presented by Kleinhans (2005) for
lee face (foreset) sorting can be applied to the
experiment herein.
Here, the grain-size distribution along the pre-

sent delta is compared with the predictions of the
empirical sorting model presented by Kleinhans
(2005). The model has the advantage of simplicity
but, as pointed out by Blom & Kleinhans (2006),
one drawback is that mass conservation is not sat-
isfied. In this regard, Blom & Kleinhans (2006)
present a sorting model, calibrated and validated
with delta and dune experiments, which does sat-
isfy mass conservation. However, the present
research warrants a direct comparison with the
Kleinhans sorting model.
A key parameter of the Kleinhans model is a

dimensionless sorting slope along the lee face,
defined as follows:

SS� ¼ 1

rT

dw�

dð1� z�dÞ
ð10Þ

where rT is the arithmetic standard deviation
computed in w-scale of the mixture passing over
the brinkpoint, i.e. r according to Eq. 3, SS* is
equivalent in scope to Eq. 8 except for the inclu-
sion of rT: the expression (8) linearly discretizes
the derivative in the right-hand side of Eq. 10.
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According to Kleinhans (2005) the celerity of
the prograding delta is expressed in dimension-
less form as:

C� ¼ Cffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RgDg;T

p ð11Þ

in which Dg,T is the geometric mean diameter of
the bedload going over the brinkpoint (topset–
foreset break). There are some misprints in
Kleinhans (2005). Here corrected values
obtained directly from the author are used. The
amended Kleinhans relation for SS* versus C*
reads as follows:

SS� ¼ 0 � 64C��0�15 ð12Þ

Figure 15 plots the results of SS* versus C*
for the Kleinhans tests, together with the values
corresponding to the present experiment. The
dashed line represents Eq. 12. Fitting a curve to
the complete set of data (the data herein and
that of Kleinhans), only a slight variation in the
coefficient of Eq. 12 is obtained: the coefficient

0�64 is modified to 0�61. The minor differences
found between the two curves means that the
equation proposed by Kleinhans (2005) repre-
sents a good approximation to obtain the sorting
slope in Gilbert-type deltas that prograde at low
celerities (such as those registered in the present
experiment).
Equation 12 allows the present authors to

obtain an expression for the vertical sorting of
the geometric mean grain size (in the w-scale) as
follows:

w�
gðz�Þ ¼ �rT ð1� z�Þ � ð1� z�0Þ

� �
0 � 64C��0�15

ð13Þ

where z�0 is the dimensionless vertical height at
which wg equals wg,f Implicit in Kleinhans
(2005) is the assumption that z�0 should be
located at half the delta height. Equation 13 has
been obtained by substituting SS* from Eq. 12
into Eq. 10 and by assuming a linear variation of
w�
g along the dimensionless vertical coordinate

�zd – equal to 1�z�d , Eq. 7 – on the right-hand
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side of Eq. 10. The negative sign in Eq. 13
accounts for the downward coarsening of the
foreset. As illustrated below, a lower value of z�0
pertains to the present experiment.
Figure 16 illustrates the comparison between

measured and computed values of w�
g;z according

to Eq. 13. Each marker type in Fig. 16 plots the
interpolated sediment samples for the foreset
profiles at t = 238 min, 359 min and 510 min.
Figure 16A shows the comparison between the

complete experimental set of data and the com-
puted values using the new Eq. 13 (i.e. with the
adjusted coefficient 0�61), but using the value
z�0 = 0�5 of Kleinhans (2005). All values are
bounded by the range w�

g � 1, but some of them
fall outside of the lines corresponding to
w�
g � 1/2 which bracket the line of perfect agree-

ment. This means that computed values are con-
tained in the range [(1/2) Dg, 2Dg].
Equation 13 is linearly dependent on the loca-

tion of z�0. Furthermore, as can be seen in Figs 8
and 14, it seems that in the present experiment,
the point in the vertical z�0 where wg = wg,f is sys-
tematically located within the lower half of the
delta height. A position z�0 = 0�29 is obtained
when minimizing the root mean square deviation
between observed and predicted values of w�

g;z.
Figure 16B illustrates the improvement in the
calculated values of sorting with the new
position of z�0; now all of them are con-
tained within the range w�

g � 1/2, i.e. between
ð1= ffiffiffi

2
p ÞDg;

ffiffiffi
2

p
Dg

� �
. Despite the scatter, the predic-

tions by the empirical model presented by
Kleinhans (2005), as modified here, appear to be
reasonable, taking into account that the delta cel-
erities measured herein are between one and two
orders of magnitude slower than those of Kleinh-
ans (2005) (Fig. 15), and that the sediment sam-
ples used to test the model were not extracted
from the delta foreset itself, but from vertical
lines located at different stations along the delta.
Slower delta celerities are assumed to be

responsible for the drop in the point z�0 at which
wg equals wg,f. The slower the rate of delta pro-
gradation, the fewer the number of grain-flow
events that occur along the foreset. Thus, an
over-representation of the coarser particles in
the upper layer is expected. By mass conserva-
tion, less coarse particles will be located in the
lower layer, and thus a fall in z�0 should occur.
Further, as noticed above, smaller delta celeri-
ties lead to fewer grain-flow events. If the sedi-
ment transport rate at the brinkpoint is constant
as the delta progrades downstream (in agree-
ment with the uniform flow developed on the
topset), an increasing volume of sediment of
grain-flow events in the downstream direction
can occur. This would lessen the efficiency of
sorting processes on the topset (Kleinhans,
2004). As mentioned before, the formation of a
mobile armour layer might have also contributed
to the coarsening of the surface sample. The
drop of z�0 merely illustrates the consequences of
the aforementioned processes in the sorting pro-
cesses along foresets in Gilbert-type deltas.
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p
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� �
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CONCLUSIONS

An experiment was performed on the prograda-
tion of a Gilbert-type delta with a poorly sorted
sandy gravel. Sediment transport along the top-
set was only as bedload. The bed profile evolu-
tion was measured, and the celerity of delta
progradation was calculated. Water surface pro-
files were calculated by means of a calibrated
hydraulic model.
The delta prograded towards the dam with lit-

tle topset aggradation during the first six hours of
the run; this was caused by the water depth
imposed to the brinkpoint, which was close to
the normal depth. The parts of the topset closest
to the dam started to degrade afterwards, as a
result of the formation of a mobile armour and the
water configuration of the experiment, that
imposed a fixed water surface elevation at the
outlet. The material eroded from the topset and
dragged down along the foreset to the base of the
delta has been found to have minor implications
in the coarsening of the bottom layer of the delta.
The stratigraphy of the delta was analysed by

extensive sampling, both in the vertical and in
the streamwise directions. It was found that
there is a characteristic vertical sorting of the
material that forms the delta: the grain-size dis-
tribution towards the bottom of the deposit is
coarser than the sediment feed material. This
bottom layer coarsening is accompanied by a
vertical fining in the central part of the body of
the delta compared to the feed grain-size distri-
bution: large particles do not stay in this zone.
Rather they are dragged to the bottom as they
fall over the delta foreset. Furthermore, the top
layer of the deposit was observed to be coarser
than the material in the central part of the
deposit (but finer than the feed); this may be
related to the slow delta progradation celerity of
the present experiment, and due to the forma-
tion of a mobile armour layer and the degrada-
tion of the part of the topset closest to the dam.
It was found that coarsening of the bottom layer
is related to delta height: the higher the delta,
the coarser the mean grain size at the base of
the foreset, and thus the base of the deposit,
which means that when bedload dominates,
the closer the proximity to the dam, the coarser
the bottom layer, at least for the experiment
reported here. This coarsening process is related
to the increasing probability for a coarse parti-
cle to fall to the base of the foreset as the height
of the delta increases. Finally, a tendency for
downstream fining within the top layer of the

deposit was observed, with coarser particles
depositing at locations close to the point of sed-
iment feed. However, the magnitude of down-
stream fining in the top layer is much weaker
than the magnitude of vertical sorting.
Bed material sorting patterns were described

well by the empirical model presented by
Kleinhans (2005). The modest variations of these
parameters were back-calculated from the mea-
sured grain-size distribution. This good agree-
ment was obtained despite the fact that the data
were collected in very different ways. That is, the
data of Kleinhans (2005) were obtained by gath-
ering appropriate measurements from the foreset
itself, whereas the present experiment sampled
the entire deltaic deposit. Nonetheless, the fact
that the deltaic deposit of this experiment can be
considered as formed by sediment emplacement
in the foreset (insofar as no significant topset
aggradation occurred) aids comparison with the
Kleinhans experiments. Interpolation was used
to cast the present data into a form directly com-
parable with those of Kleinhans. The experimen-
tal results for both delta progradation and
sediment sorting provide useful data for testing
morphodynamic models of delta progradation
associated with a sediment supply that consists
of a poorly sorted mixture of sand and gravel
(e.g. Viparelli et al., 2010a,b, 2011, 2014).
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